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INDIGO Destination Management Company Group, is a professional tour operator specialized in organizing package tours, events and incentives in Spain, Andorra, Portugal, Morocco and several South American countries.





Incentive Spain
 Meetings in Spain
Event Organizer in Spain
Congress Organizer
Team Building Madrid
Travel Agency Spain
Tour Operator Madrid
 MICE Málaga 
 Incentive-Travel to Mallorca 
 Group Tours in Spain
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INDIGO DMC GROUP, SL was a beneficiary of the European Regional Development Fund, whose objective is to improve the use and quality of information and communication technologies and access to them, and due to their participation in the Tourism Competitivness Action plan for web presence through its own website as well as preparation of digital catalogs and development of audiovisual promotional material for use on the internet. For this, it was supported by the Malaga Chamber of Commerce's 2020 tourism competition program.
European Regional Development Fund – A way to make Europe
INDIGO DMC GROUP, S.L." has benefited from the European Regional Development Fund, whose objective is to improve the competitiveness of SMEs. An international digital marketing plan was launched in 2018-2019. It aims to improve online positioning on foreign markets. For this, INDIGO DMC Group has been supported by the XPANDE DIGITAL program of the Chamber of Commerce of Malaga.
European Regional Development Fund - A way to make Europe
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 We use cookies on our website to provide you with the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeating visits. By clicking "Accept all", you agree to the use of ALL cookies. However, you can visit Cookie Settings to provide controlled consent.   Cookie Policy  
 Setting ACCEPT ALL



Manage consent
   Close Privacy Summary
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while browsing the website. Outside of these cookies, the cookies that are classified as necessary are stored in your browser, as they are essential for the functioning of the basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt out of receiving these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.   Cookies Policy  

 

  Necessary    Necessary 
  Always Enabled 
Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information.



  Non Necessary   non-necessary

Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website.



  Others   others

Unclassified cookies are cookies for which we are still in the classification process, along with individual cookie providers.



  Analytics   analytics

They are those that allow collecting statistical information on user activity: monitoring and analytics of the behavior of users of the websites to which they are linked. The information collected through this type of cookies is used to measure the activity of the websites, application or platform and to create navigation profiles of the users of said sites, applications and platforms, in order to make improvements Analytical function of the data of use made by users and allow optimization of web browsing in order to guarantee a better service to the user.



  Functional   functional

They are those that allow the user to access the service with some predefined general characteristics based on a series of criteria in the user’s terminal, such as the language, the type of browser through which the service is accessed, the regional configuration. from where you access the service, etc.
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